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Abstract

In this work, we investigate the effects of first-order phase transitions on the singlet

fermionic dark matter in the scotogenic model. It is known that this dark matter

candidate tends to conflict with the relevant constraints such as the neutrino oscil-

lation data and charged lepton flavor violating processes if its thermal production

mechanism is assumed. We find that the dark matter production mechanisms are

modified by first-order phase transitions at some specific parameter regions, where

the phase transitions can be one-step or two-step depending on the parameters. If

the phase transition is one-step, a sufficiently low nucleation temperature is required

to reproduce the observed relic abundance of dark matter. If the phase transition

is two-step, the dark matter should never be thermalized, otherwise the abundance

would remain too much and overclose the universe. This is because the nucleation

temperature cannot be low as in the one-step case. Therefore we require another

way of dark matter production, the freeze-in mechanism for the two-step case. We

show that the freeze-in mechanism is modified by the temporary vacuum expecta-

tion value of the inert scalar field. In both cases, the first-order phase transitions

could produce observable gravitational wave spectra. In particular for the one-step

phase transition, the generated gravitational waves with sizable energy density are

intrinsically correlated with the dark matter production mechanism, and can be

detectable by future space-based interferometers.
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1 Introduction

The freeze-out [1] and freeze-in mechanisms [2] are the standard ways of generating

the observed dark matter relic abundance. In the former case, the dark matter is kept in

thermal equilibrium via sufficient interactions with Standard Model (SM) particles, which

are given by typically O(0.1 − 1) in terms of dimensionless couplings. The reaction rate

becomes smaller as the temperature decreases. The dark matter is decoupled from the

thermal bath at around mχ/T ∼ 25, and thus the relic density is determined, where mχ is

the dark matter mass and T is the temperature of the universe. In the latter case, the dark

matter is never thermalized because interactions with SM particles are extremely small

as O(10−11) for mχ = O(1) GeV [2]. The dark matter relic density is slowly generated

via decays or scatterings of the thermal bath particles and is almost fixed at mth/T ∼ 3,

where mth is the mass of the particle in the thermal bath related to the dark matter

production.1

These standard mechanisms for dark matter production may be altered by phase

transitions (PTs) in the early universe. It has been claimed that the dark matter relic

abundance is instantaneously determined by the first-order PTs if the masses of the par-

ticles relevant to the dark matter production largely change [5–7]. As a result, the PTs

may provide another solution for producing the observed dark matter relic abundance or

may alleviate the tensions with the relevant constraints.

If the PT is first-order, it produces stochastic gravitational waves (GW), whose spec-

tra at the electroweak (EW) scale could be observed by various future space-based in-

terferometers, such as the approved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [8–10]

and Deci-Hertz Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (DECIGO) [11–13], if the

produced GW energy density is sufficiently large. Hence, we could see it as a PT remnant

affecting the dark matter production. Besides, recently possibilities of multi-step PTs

have been studied in the two Higgs doublet models [14–16]. These articles have found

that the multi-step PTs can be induced in certain parameter regions. This implies that

the impact on the dark matter production may change depending on whether the PTs

are one-step or multi-step.

On the other hand, generating the small neutrino masses is an important subject. Al-

though the neutrino oscillation experiments suggest that the neutrinos have small masses

of O(0.1) eV [17], they are exactly massless in the SM. The scotogenic model is one of the

economical models accommodating the small neutrino masses and dark matter in the uni-

verse simultaneously [18]. In this model, the small neutrino masses are generated at the

one-loop level, and the lightest Z2 odd particle (either a singlet fermion or a neutral inert

scalar) can be a dark matter candidate, which is thermally produced by the freeze-out

mechanism. However it is known that the fermionic dark matter candidate, the light-

1In fact, the first examples of the mechanism have been proposed in Refs. [3, 4].
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est right-handed neutrino, being similar to the bino-like dark matter in supersymmetric

models [19, 20], has a tension with the theoretical and experimental constraints [21–23].

In particular, the constraint from the charged lepton flavor violation is severe, and we

need some tuning among the parameters to avoid it [24]. The singlet fermionic dark

matter can also be produced by the freeze-in mechanism [25,26]. In this case, the second

lightest Z2 odd particle becomes long-lived, which is expected to be probed at collider

experiments [26].

In this work, we consider the effects of first-order PTs on the dark matter relic

abundance in the scotogenic model.2 Although some similar works have been done in

Refs. [29, 30], our model setup is much simpler and can be regarded as a benchmark

model for investigating effects of first-order PTs on dark matter relic abundance. In Sec-

tion 2, we briefly review the model, theoretical and experimental constraints. In Section 3,

we describe the effective potential at finite temperature for analyzing the PTs. We also

perform a parameter search and give some benchmark parameter sets for the following

calculation. Besides, gravitational waves generated by the first-order PTs are also exam-

ined. Section 4 is devoted to finding the effects of the first-order PTs on the dark matter

relic abundance for the benchmark parameter sets. Finally, we summarize our work in

Section 5.

2 The model

2.1 The interactions and masses

We consider the scotogenic model introducing three right-handed neutrinos Ni (i =

1, 2, 3) with the mass mi and an inert doublet scalar η with hypercharge +1/2 to the

SM [18]. The Z2 parity is also imposed on the model such that the new particles are odd,

whereas all the SM particles are even. The Lagrangian for the neutrino Yukawa coupling

is given by

LY = −yiαηNiPLLα + h.c., (2.1)

where Lα = (να, `
−
α )T is the SM lepton doublets with the flavor index α = e, µ, τ . The

scalar potential invariant under the symmetry is given by

V0 = µ2
Φ|Φ|2 + µ2

η|η|2 + λ1|Φ|4 + λ2|η|4

+ λ3|Φ|2|η|2 + λ4|η†Φ|2 +
λ5

2

[(
η†Φ
)2

+ h.c.
]
. (2.2)

2See e.g. Refs. [27, 28] for the previous studies of the PT effects in the (extended) scotogenic model.
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The scalar fields Φ and η are parametrized as3

Φ =
1√
2

(
w+

φ1 + h+ iz

)
, η =

(
η+

(φ2 +H + iA)/
√

2

)
, (2.3)

where w+ and z are the Nambu-Goldstone bosons absorbed by the W boson and the

Z boson after the EW symmetry breaking. Note that only the neutral CP-even scalar

field in Φ obtains the vacuum expectation value (VEV) at zero temperature, namely

φ1(T = 0) ≡ v = 246 GeV.

The squared masses of the physical scalar particles at zero temperature are given by

m2
h = 2λ1v

2, (2.4)

m2
η± = µ2

η +
λ3

2
v2, (2.5)

m2
H = µ2

η +
λ3 + λ4 + λ5

2
v2, (2.6)

m2
A = µ2

η +
λ3 + λ4 − λ5

2
v2, (2.7)

where the stationary condition µ2
Φ = −λ1v

2 is used, and h corresponds to the SM Higgs

boson, with the mass mh = 125 GeV. From above equations, we can get

λ3 =
2

v2
(m2

η± − µ2
η), (2.8)

λ4 =
m2
H +m2

A − 2m2
η±

v2
, (2.9)

λ5 =
m2
H −m2

A

v2
. (2.10)

We take the masses of the inert scalar particles, mη± ,mH , and mA, as input parameters

instead of λ3, λ4, and λ5 in the scalar potential of Eq. (2.2). The other parameters µ2
η and

λ2 remain as free parameters.

In this model, the neutrino masses are generated at the one-loop level, and the mass

formula is given by

(mν)αβ =
3∑
i=1

yiαyiβmi

2(4π)2

[
m2
H

m2
H −m2

i

log

(
m2
H

m2
i

)
− m2

A

m2
A −m2

i

log

(
m2
A

m2
i

)]
≡
(
yTΛy

)
αβ
.

(2.11)

This mass matrix can be diagonalized by the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS)

matrix UPMNS as UT
PMNSmνUPMNS = m̂ν where m̂ν is the diagonalized neutrino mass

matrix. The Yukawa matrix is given by the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [32]

y =
√

Λ
−1
C
√
m̂νU

†
PMNS, (2.12)

3It is known that the existence of the neutral CP-conserving vacuum indicates there are no deeper

charge-breaking or CP-violating vacua at tree-level [31]. Hence, we do not consider such CP-violating

vacua.
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where C is a complex orthogonal matrix satisfying CTC = CCT = 1l3×3. The neutrino

mass eigenvalues and mixing angles consistent with the neutrino oscillation data can be

reproduced as long as we choose this parametrization. In the following, we assume that

the second and third right-handed neutrinos (N2 and N3) are much heavier than the

first right-handed neutrino N1 and the inert scalar particles. This assumption indicates

that the neutrino Yukawa couplings naturally have the hierarchy |y1α| � |y2α|, |y3α| via

Eq. (2.12). Thus such hierarchical Yukawa couplings lead to fast decays of the heavier

right-handed neutrinos into the lightest one, and we do not need to consider the effect of

these particles on the dark matter relic abundance as will be seen later.

2.2 The constraints

We consider the theoretical constraints as follows. First, the conditions for the tree

level potential bounded from below are given by

λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, − 2
√
λ1λ2 < λ3, − 2

√
λ1λ2 < λ3 + λ4 − λ5, (2.13)

and the perturbativity conditions are given by

|λn| < 4π (n = 1, 2, · · · 5). (2.14)

In addition to the above perturbative conditions, we consider the tree-level unitarity

bound [33–35]. Furthermore, we impose the condition that the EW vacuum is absolutely

stable, namely it should not be metastable with a lifetime long enough compared to the

age of the universe [31, 36]. We numerically check that the EW vacuum is the global

minimum in the region for |φi| ≤ 10 TeV in the later part of the paper.

For the experimental constraints, the LEP precisely measured the decay widths of the

W and Z bosons [37] and does not allow a window for new decay channels into the inert

scalar particles. Namely, the masses should satisfy

mH +mη± > mW , mA +mη± > mW , mH +mA > mZ , 2mη± > mZ . (2.15)

Additionally neutral final states searches at the LEP [38] exclude the mass region

mH < 80 GeV ∩ mA < 100 GeV ∩ mA −mH > 8 GeV. (2.16)

There is the lower bound for the charged inert scalar

mη± > 70 GeV. (2.17)

This bound comes from the charged scalar pair production searches at LEP [39]. We also

consider the constraints from the EW precision data, which can be avoided by assuming

the mass degeneracy between the charged and neutral inert scalars (mη± ≈ mH or mA),
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because the custodial symmetry recovers in this limit [40]. Note that the neutral inert

scalars do not contribute to the Higgs boson invisible decay because we set the neutral

inert scalar masses such that any combination of those is smaller than the SM Higgs boson

mass.

3 The phase transitions

3.1 Thermal effective potential

The finite temperature effective potential at the one-loop V T is given by

V T = V0 + VCW + VCT + V T
1 , (3.1)

where V0 is the potential at the tree-level given by Eq. (2.2), VCW is the one-loop Coleman-

Weinberg potential [41], VCT is the counterterm potential, and V T
1 is the one-loop effective

potential at finite temperature [42], respectively.

The Coleman Weinberg potential can be written as [41]

VCW(φ1, φ2) = ± 1

64π2

∑
k

nkm
4
k(φ1, φ2)

[
log

m2
k(φ1, φ2)

µ2
− Ck

]
, (3.2)

where the index k denotes particle species, mk and nk are the mass and degrees of freedom

of a particle k. Specifically, the degrees of freedom are given by nk = 2, 1, 1, 1, 6, 3, 2, 12, 12,

and 4 for k = η±, h,H,A,W,Z, γ, t, b, and τ , respectively. Note that we include only the

contributions from top and bottom quarks, and tau as fermions because the other contri-

butions are negligible due to its small Yukawa couplings. The overall plus sign in Eq. (3.2)

is for the boson contributions, while the minus sign is for the fermion contributions. The

renormalization scale denoted by µ is fixed to be µ = v. Because we choose the MS scheme

for the renormalization, the coefficients Ck are 1/2 for the transverse gauge bosons but 3/2

for the other particle species. In general, the quantum corrections shift the position of the

EW vacuum and the masses of the scalar fields from the original ones. The counterterm

VCT is determined, such that these quantities are fixed at the tree-level,

∂VCT(φ1, φ2)

∂φi

∣∣∣∣
(φ1,φ2)=(v,0)

= − ∂VCW(φ1, φ2)

∂φi

∣∣∣∣
(φ1,φ2)=(v,0)

≡ −Vi, (3.3)

∂2VCT(φ1, φ2)

∂φi∂φj

∣∣∣∣
(φ1,φ2)=(v,0)

= − ∂2VCW(φ1, φ2)

∂φi∂φj

∣∣∣∣
(φ1,φ2)=(v,0)

≡ −Vij (i, j = 1, 2). (3.4)

We set VCT following Ref. [14], as

VCT = δµ2
Φφ

2
1 + δµ2

ηφ
2
2 + δλ1φ

4
1, (3.5)
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with

δµ2
Φ = − 3

4v
V1 +

1

4
V11,

δµ2
η = −1

2
V22,

δλ1 =
1

8v3
(V1 − vV11).

(3.6)

When calculating the coefficients δµ2
Φ, δµ

2
η, and δλ1 numerically, infrared log divergences

arise in the second derivatives of VCW for the Nambu-Goldstone boson contributions.

These divergences are removed by introducing a cut-off for the Nambu-Goldstone boson

masses. Here we take the cut-off at mh [43].

The one-loop effective potential at finite temperature is given by [42]

V T
1 (φ1, φ2) = ± T 4

2π2

∑
k

∫ ∞
0

dx x2 ln

[
1∓ exp

(
−
√
x2 +

m2
k(φ1, φ2)

T 2

)]
, (3.7)

with the temperature T . The upper (lower) sign is for bosonic (fermionic) contributions.

We take into account the corrections from the ring (Sazae-san) diagrams to avoid

infrared divergences arising in loop expansions [44, 45]. For this purpose, we apply the

Parwani resummation method [44], which is suitable for evaluating multi-step PTs because

this method does not contain the high-temperature expansion [15].4 We can perform this

method by inserting masses with thermal corrections to m2
k in V T

1 . The thermal masses

used for this method are described in the following subsection.

3.2 Thermal masses

The inert scalar field η may temporarily have a VEV at finite temperature. Then, it

should vanish at zero temperature not to spontaneously break the Z2 parity. Thus, the

mass matrices for the inert scalar particles at finite temperature can have a different shape

from those at zero temperature. The mass matrices for the charged scalars (w+, η+), the

CP-even scalars (h,H) and the CP-odd scalars (z, A) are field-dependent and given by

M2
charge =

1

2

(
2µ2

Φ + 2λ1φ
2
1 + λ3φ

2
2 + c1T

2 (λ4 + λ5)φ1φ2

(λ4 + λ5)φ1φ2 2µ2
η + 2λ2φ

2
2 + λ3φ

2
1 + c2T

2

)
,

M2
odd =

1

2

(
2µ2

Φ + 2λ1φ
2
1 + λ345φ

2
2 + c1T

2 2λ5φ1φ2

2λ5φ1φ2 2µ2
η + 2λ2φ

2
2 + λ345φ

2
1 + c2T

2

)
, (3.8)

M2
even =

1

2

(
2µ2

Φ + 6λ1φ
2
1 + λ345φ

2
2 + c1T

2 2λ345φ1φ2

2λ345φ1φ2 2µ2
η + 6λ2φ

2
2 + λ345φ

2
1 + c2T

2

)
,

4The state-of-the-art computations of the effective potential including higher order terms of pertur-

bation have been studied in Refs. [46–49].
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where the coupling λ345 is defined as λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 − λ5, and the coefficients c1 and c2

are given by

c1 =
1

8
g2 +

1

16
(g2 + g′2) +

1

2
λ1 +

1

6
λ3 +

1

12
λ4, (3.9)

c2 =
1

8
g2 +

1

16
(g2 + g′2) +

1

2
λ2 +

1

6
λ3 +

1

12
λ4 +

1

4
y2
t +

1

4
y2
b +

1

12
y2
τ , (3.10)

with the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge couplings g and g′, and the Yukawa couplings yt, yb
and yτ for top, bottom, and tau, respectively. We regard the mass eigenvalues obtained

by diagonalizing the above mass matrices as the physical masses with thermal effects.

The gauge bosons also get thermal corrections. In fact, only the longitudinal modes get

thermal corrections, whereas the transverse modes do not. The masses for the transverse

modes of the W boson, Z boson, and photon are written as

m2
WT

=
g2

4
(φ2

1 + φ2
2), (3.11)

m2
ZT

=
1

4
(g2 + g′2)(φ2

1 + φ2
2), (3.12)

m2
γT

= 0. (3.13)

On the other hand, the W boson mass for the longitudinal mode with thermal corrections

is given by [50]

m2
WL

=
g2

4
(φ2

1 + φ2
2) + 2g2T 2. (3.14)

For the longitudinal Z boson and photon, the masses are obtained by diagonalizing the

following mass matrix

1

4
(φ2

1 + φ2
2)

(
g2 −gg′

−gg′ g′2

)
+

(
2g2T 2 0

0 2g′2T 2

)
. (3.15)

Then, we obtain the mass eigenvalues as

m2
ZL

=
1

8
(g2 + g′2)(φ2

1 + φ2
2 + 8T 2) + ∆, (3.16)

m2
γL

=
1

8
(g2 + g′2)(φ2

1 + φ2
2 + 8T 2)−∆, (3.17)

where ∆ is given by

∆ =

√
1

64
(g2 + g′2)2(φ2

1 + φ2
2 + 8T 2)2 − g2g′2T 2(φ2

1 + φ2
2 + 4T 2). (3.18)

3.3 Parameter search and benchmark parameter sets

In general, various PT patterns are possible. In the following analyses, we consider

only the patterns shown in Fig. 1. The one-step PT denotes the transition occurring only
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O φ1

φ2

One-step PT

Two-step PT

Figure 1: Schematic picture of one-step and two-step PTs.

once from the origin (φ1, φ2) = (0, 0) to the EW vacuum (v, 0). Besides, the two-step PT

is referred to the transition going to the EW vacuum via two steps: (φ1, φ2) = (0, 0) →
(0, v′) → (v, 0). The 2nd PT of the two-step must be first-order because the potential

barrier (saddle point of the potential) exists between the two minima. There is another

possibility of two-step PTs: (φ1, φ2) = (0, 0)→ (v′′, v′)→ (v, 0). However this transition

hardly occurs in the scotogenic model because the quadratic cross term Φ†η in the scalar

potential is forbidden by the Z2 parity.

To reveal the impact of PTs on the dark matter relic density, we perform a parameter

search using CosmoTransitions for evaluating PTs [51]. The independent parameters are

randomly selected 5× 106 times in total from the intervals:

70 GeV < mη± = mA ≤ 1000 GeV, 55 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 1000 GeV,

0 ≤ λ2 ≤ 4π, −(1000 GeV)2 ≤ µ2
η ≤ (1000 GeV)2,

where the lower bound on mη± follows Eq. (2.17). We assume that the inert scalar masses

for η± and A are degenerate (mη± = mA) so that the constraint of the EW precision

measurements is easily satisfied as referred to in Sec. 2.2. Tab. 1 shows the minimum and

maximum values of each parameter obtained by our parameter search and the number of

parameter sets (last column) calculated, considering the relevant constraints. The fourth

and fifth rows with the symbol ∗ denote the parameter sets satisfying the conditions

mη/Tn > 25 and φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 > 1, respectively. Here mη means the smallest mass of

the inert scalar boson and the nucleation temperature Tn is determined by the condition

of one bubble nucleation per Hubble radius: S3(Tn)/Tn ' 140 with the O(3) symmetric

action S3. For the two-step PT, we define the nucleation temperature of the first step as

Tn1 and that of the second step Tn2. Note that the one-step∗ PT is necessarily first-order

because the conditions mη/Tn > 25 demands Tn to be very low temperature.

Only the parameter sets with the symbol ∗ can potentially influence the calculation

of dark matter relic abundance. One can find that the parameter region affected by the

8



Table 1: Minimum and maximum values of the independent parameters for each PT

obtained from the parameter search (mA = mη±). The last column represents the number

of parameter sets calculated considering the relevant constraints. The symbol ∗ in the

fourth and fifth rows denotes the PTs which can potentially influence the calculation of

dark matter relic abundance.
PT type mη± [GeV] mH [GeV] λ2 µ2

η [GeV2] Results #

All (70, 1000] [55, 1000] [0, 4.2] [−(311)2, (992)2] 97684 (100%)

One-step (70, 1000] [55, 1000] [0, 4.2] [−(311)2, (992)2] 95926 (98.2%)

Two-step (70, 440] [55, 660] [0.13, 4.1] [−(214)2, (298)2] 1758 (1.80%)

One-step∗ [698, 996] [575, 987] [0.18, 2.0] [(508)2, (801)2] 47 (0.0481%)

Two-step∗ [70, 434] [55, 570] [0.13, 4.1] [−(214)2, (189)2] 333 (0.341%)

10-1 100 101 102
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100

101

102

103

104

N
um

be
r o

f p
oi

nt
s

10-1 100 101 102

φ2(Tn2) / Tn2

100

101

102

103

N
um

be
r o

f p
oi

nt
s

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of parameter sets as a function of mη/Tn for the

one-step PTs (left) and φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 for the two-step (right) PTs, respectively. The red

vertical lines show the thresholds mη/Tn = 25 and φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 = 1.

PTs is limited. Therefore the previous studies on dark matter in the scotogenic model

remain correct except for some specific parameter regions. However we emphasize that

19% (= 333/1758) of two-step PTs can have an impact on the dark matter relic density,

which is not small. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the number of parameter sets as a

function of mη/Tn for the one-step PTs and φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 for the two-step PTs. The red

vertical lines show the thresholds mη/Tn = 25 and φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 = 1. The parameter sets

with the symbol ∗ in Tab. 1 correspond to results on the right side of the red line in Fig. 2.

To see the impact of PTs on the dark matter relic density specifically, we choose

four benchmark parameter sets in Tab. 2. All constraints in Sec. 2.2 are satisfied at the

benchmark parameter sets. Fig. 3 shows the contours of the thermal effective potential at

T = Tn for BM1 and BM2 where the nucleation temperature is determined as Tn = 23 GeV

for BM1 and Tn = 25 GeV for BM2.5 For both benchmark parameter sets, the first-order

5One may consider
√
φ21 + φ22/T at critical temperatures are too large as 10 [52] because of such a low
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Table 2: Benchmark parameters leading first-order PTs where the inert scalar masses

mη± ,mH and mA represent the values at zero temperature (mη± = mA).

mη± [GeV] mH [GeV] λ2 µ2
η [GeV2] PT type

BM1 682 729 1.64 (479)2 one-step∗

BM2 958 943 0.672 (769)2 one-step∗

BM3 136 205 1.14 −(136)2 two-step∗

BM4 151 130 1.31 −(147)2 two-step∗

0 100 200
φ1 [GeV]

20

10

0

10

20

φ
2
 [G

eV
]

BM1
Low

High

Potential height

0 100 200
φ1 [GeV]

20

10

0

10

20

φ
2
 [G

eV
]

BM2
Low

High

Potential height

Figure 3: Contours of the finite temperature effective potential V T at T = Tn for the BM1

(left) and BM2 (right). The nucleation temperature is determined as Tn = 23 GeV for

BM1 and 25 GeV for BM2. The first-order PT occurs from the origin to the EW vacuum

in both benchmark parameter sets.

PTs occur from the origin to the EW vacuum.

The two-step PTs occur for BM3 and BM4, unlike BM1 and BM2. Fig. 4 represents

the contours of the finite temperature effective potential for BM3 (top) and BM4 (bottom)

at T = Tn1 (left) and Tn2 (right) where Tn1 and Tn2 are the nucleation temperatures for

the first and second step PTs, respectively.6 The nucleation temperatures for BM3 are

numerically determined as Tn1 = 148 GeV and Tn2 = 86 GeV while these are Tn1 =

184 GeV and Tn2 = 66 GeV for BM4. We confirmed that the numerical determination

of the nucleation temperatures with CosmoTransitions is stable enough near the BM

parameter sets.

Tn. However, those values are not so sizable (4–4.8) for BM1 and BM2.
6The nucleation temperature cannot be defined for the first PT for BM4 because the bubbles are not

produced for the second-order PT. Nevertheless, we simply regard Tn1 for BM4 as the temperature where

the second-order PT occurs in this paper.
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Figure 4: Contours of the finite temperature effective potential for BM3 (top) and BM4

(bottom) at the nucleation temperatures, The nucleation temperatures are determined as

Tn1 = 148 GeV (top left) and Tn2 = 86 GeV (top right) for BM3 while Tn1 = 184 GeV

(bottom left) and Tn2 = 66 GeV bottom (right) for BM4. The first PTs in the left panels

occur from the origin to (0, φ2(Tn1)) along the φ2 axis, whereas the second PTs in the

right panels occur from (0, φ2(Tn2)) to the EW vacuum.

3.4 Gravitational waves

GWs are generated by the first-order PTs. The generated GW energy density is

described by the two parameters α and β̃, which are defined by

α ≡ ε(T )

ρrad(T )

∣∣∣∣
T=Tn

, (3.19)

β̃ ≡
[
T
d

dT

(
S3(T )

T

)]∣∣∣∣
T=Tn

, (3.20)

at the nucleation temperature Tn. The parameter α represents the PT strength and β̃

is equal to β/H(T = Tn) where β describes the inverse time duration of the PT and

H(T = Tn) is the Hubble rate at T = Tn. In the case of two-step PTs, the above two

parameters are obtained at each nucleation temperature Tn1 and Tn2. In Eq. (3.19), ε(T )

is the latent heat, and ρrad(T ) is the radiation density given by ρrad(T ) = π2g∗T
4/30 with
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the effective relativistic degrees of freedom in the symmetric phase g∗.

There are three contributions to the GW energy density, which are given by

ΩGWh
2 = Ωϕh

2 + Ωswh
2 + Ωturbh

2 , (3.21)

where h denotes the dimensionless Hubble rate, Ωϕ is the scalar field contribution from

bubble wall collisions [53–58], Ωsw is the sound wave contribution surrounding the bub-

ble walls [59,60], and Ωturb is the contribution from magnetohydrodynamic turbulence in

plasma [61–66]. Numerical simulations and analytic estimation formulate each contribu-

tion to the GW energy density as follows [58,60,65,66],

Ωϕh
2 = 1.67× 10−5β̃−2

(
κϕα

1 + α

)2(
100

g∗

) 1
3
(

0.11v3
w

0.42 + v2
w

)
3.8(f/fϕ)2.8

1 + 2.8(f/fϕ)3.8
, (3.22)

Ωswh
2 = 2.65× 10−6β̃−1

(
κswα

1 + α

)2(
100

g∗

) 1
3

vw(f/fsw)3

(
7

4 + 3(f/fsw)2

) 7
2

, (3.23)

Ωturbh
2 = 3.35× 10−4β̃−1

(
κturbα

1 + α

) 3
2
(

100

g∗

) 1
3

vw
(f/fturb)3

[1 + (f/fturb)]
11
3 (1 + 8πf/hn)

, (3.24)

where vw is the bubble wall velocity taken to be vw = 1 for simplicity. The additional

parameters κϕ, κsw, and κturb are the fraction of vacuum energy converted into gradi-

ent energy of the scalar field, the bulk motion of the fluid, and magnetohydrodynamic

turbulence, respectively. These are estimated as [56,60,67]

κϕ ≈
1

1 + 0.715α

(
0.715α +

4

27

√
3α

2

)
, (3.25)

κsw ≈
α

0.73 + 0.083
√
α + α

, (3.26)

κturb ≈ 0.1κsw. (3.27)

In Eqs. (3.22)–(3.24), f is the GW frequency at present, and the peak frequencies fϕ, fsw

and fturb are given by [58,60,65,66]

fϕ = 1.65× 10−5Hz β̃

(
0.62

1.8− 0.1vw + v2
w

)(
Tn

100 GeV

)( g∗
100

) 1
6
, (3.28)

fsw = 1.9× 10−5Hz v−1
w β̃

(
Tn

100 GeV

)( g∗
100

) 1
6

Υ, (3.29)

fturb = 2.7× 10−5Hz v−1
w β̃

(
Tn

100 GeV

)( g∗
100

) 1
6
, (3.30)

where Υ is the suppression factor due to the finite lifetime of sound waves, which is

described by [68]

Υ = 1− 1√
1 + 2τswHc

, (3.31)
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Figure 5: Peaks of the GW energy density fraction as a function of the frequency for

the one-step∗ PT (red) and the 2nd PT of the two-step∗ (blue). The colored regions are

observable areas by future space-based interferometers.

with

τswHc ∼ (8π)1/3vwβ̃

√
4(1 + α)

3ακsw

. (3.32)

Finally, hn in Eq. (3.24) is the value of the inverse Hubble time at T = Tn redshifted

today, which is given by

hn = 1.65× 10−5Hz

(
Tn

100 GeV

)( g∗
100

)1/6

. (3.33)

We show the peaks of the GW density fraction as a function of the frequency f for

the one-step∗ PT (red) and the 2nd PT of the two-step∗ (blue) in Fig. 5. The colored

regions in Fig. 5 represent the observable areas in the future interferometers, such as

LISA [8–10], DECIGO [11–13], Big Bang Observer (BBO) [69], and Ultimate DECIGO

(U-DECIGO) [70]. We can see all peaks for the one-step∗ PT represent ΩGWh
2 & 10−10

with 10−4 < f < 10−1 and can be detected by LISA. This is because the condition

mη/Tn > 25 forces the nucleate temperature very low and makes the PT first-order with

the huge latent heat. On the other hand, the most of peaks for 2nd PT of the two-step∗

PT locate the upper side of the detectable area by U-DECIGO. Although the condition

φ2(Tn2)/Tn2 > 1 is not so strict as mη/Tn > 25, it also forces Tn2 rather low. Therefore,

future observations may clarify the two-step∗ PT scenario.

To see the GW spectrum more specifically, we also show the GW density fraction as

a function of the frequency f for all the benchmark parameter sets in Fig. 6. The spectra

for BM1 and BM2 (BM3 and BM4) are indicated by red and blue solid (dotted) lines,

respectively. For BM3 and BM4, only the second PTs generate the observable spectra in
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Figure 6: GW energy density fraction as a function of the frequency for BM1 (solid red),

BM2 (solid blue), BM3 (dotted red), and BM4 (dotted blue). The colored regions are

observable areas by future space-based interferometers.

Fig 6. For BM3 the first-order PT occurs twice; however, the GW spectrum from the first

PT is too small to be observed. The values of (α, β̃) are (3.41, 22.4), (2.24, 226), (7.07×
10−2, 55.7), and (0.139, 160) for BM1, BM2, BM3, and BM4, respectively. Because of the

low nucleation temperatures for BM1 and BM2, the PT strengths α are sizable, and the

peak GW energy density fractions become large, as can be seen in the figure. We can also

see that LISA and U-DECIGO can detect all the GW spectra for benchmark parameter

sets even though the suppression factor Υ is involved in the sound wave contribution.

Therefore, we could observe a GW spectrum as a remnant of a PT which influences the

relic density of the dark matter as shown in Sec. 4.

Another comment is that because of the suppression factor for the sound wave contri-

bution Ωswh
2, the contributions from bubble wall collisions Ωϕh

2 become dominant except

for the regions around the peaks of the spectra. Hence, we could see both contributions,

Ωϕh
2 and Ωswh

2, in future observations.

Note that if we consider the masses of the inert scalars heavier than O(1) TeV, the

PTs tend to be one-step and become weakly first-order or continuous (second-order or

cross-over) because the inert scalar masses approach the decoupling limit. In this case,

the mass shifts for the inert scalars caused by the PTs become small, and the PTs would

not affect the dark matter production. In fact, a large mass shift for the inert scalars is

required to have an impact on the dark matter production, as will be seen in Sec. 4.1.
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4 The dark matter relic abundance

In this section, we examine the impact of PTs on the calculation of the lightest right-

handed neutrino dark matter N1 in the scotogenic model. Hereafter, the dark matter N1

is simply denoted by N . At zero temperature, the inert scalar particles η±, H, and A

should be heavier than the dark matter N , otherwise N becomes unstable and decays into

the inert scalar particles. The mass ordering may change at finite temperature because

of thermal effects.

4.1 The case of one-step phase transitions

The benchmark parameter sets BM1 and BM2 lead the one-step PTs. In general,

we must solve the Boltzmann equations coupled between the dark matter N and the

inert scalar particles (η±, H and A) to follow the evolution of the number density of

dark matter. However we can simplify the Boltzmann equations because some of the

inert scalar particles should be almost degenerate to avoid the constraints of the EW

precision tests [40]. Therefore we write down the Boltzmann equations using the notation

nη for the number density of the lightest real scalar particle, and gη for the degrees of

freedom. For example, if it is in the thermal bath, the number density is simply given

by neq
η = K2(mη/T )m2

ηT/(2π
2) assuming the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Besides,

gη = 4 if all the inert scalar particles η±, H and A are degenerate, whereas gη = 3 if

only η± and A are degenerate and lightest, or gη = 1 if H is the lightest particle. With

this simplification, we can write down the Boltzmann equations for the dark matter N

coupled with the inert scalar particles as follows:

dnN
dt

+ 3HnN = gη〈Γη〉
(
nη − neq

η

nN
neq
N

)
− gη〈ΓN〉

(
nN − neq

N

nη
neq
η

)
, (4.1)

dnη
dt

+ 3Hnη = −gη〈σηηvrel〉
(
n2
η − neq

η
2
)
− 〈Γη〉

(
nη − neq

η

nN
neq
N

)
+ 〈ΓN〉

(
nN − neq

N

nη
neq
η

)
,

(4.2)

where 〈σηηvrel〉 is the thermally averaged annihilation cross section of the lightest inert

scalar particle, 〈Γη〉 and 〈ΓN〉 are the decay widths of η and N with thermal effects, which

are given by

〈Γη〉 =
|Y|2

16π
mη

(
1− m2

N

m2
η

)2
K1(mη/T )

K2(mη/T )
θ(mη −mN), (4.3)

〈ΓN〉 =
|Y|2

32π
mN

(
1−

m2
η

m2
N

)2
K1(mN/T )

K2(mN/T )
θ(mN −mη). (4.4)

In the above equations, |Y| ≡
√
|y1e|2 + |y1µ|2 + |y1τ |2, Kn(x) is the second kind of the

modified Bessel function with order n, θ(x) is the step function, and the light lepton

masses are ignored.
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The annihilation cross section 〈σηηvrel〉 can numerically be evaluated by using mi-

crOMEGAs [71]. The temperature dependence of the cross section can safely be ig-

nored because the inert scalar particles decouple from the thermal bath when they are

non-relativistic (mη/T ∼ 25). Therefore we use the fixed value of the cross section at

zero temperature in this work, which is typically much larger than the canonical value

3× 10−26 cm3/s for thermal relic abundance because of the certain size of gauge interac-

tions.

When the above Boltzmann equations (4.1) and (4.2) are derived, the dark matter N

is implicitly assumed to be in kinetic equilibrium with the thermal bath particles, namely

fN ∝ f eq
N is assumed. This is valid if the elastic scattering processes between N and the

thermal bath particles are fast enough. This is true in the current model because the

elastic scattering process NLα → η∗ → NLα is enhanced by the η resonance even if the

neutrino Yukawa coupling is small.

The set of the Boltzmann equations in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) can be rewritten as

dYN
dx

=
gη〈Γη〉
xH̃

[
Yη −

Y eq
η YN

Y eq
N

]
− gη〈ΓN〉

xH̃

[
YN −

Y eq
N Yη
Y eq
η

]
, (4.5)

dYη
dx

=− gη〈σηηvrel〉s
xH̃

[
Y 2
η − Y eq

η
2
]
− gη〈Γη〉

xH̃

[
Yη −

Y eq
η YN

Y eq
N

]
+
gη〈ΓN〉
xH̃

[
YN −

Y eq
N Yη
Y eq
η

]
,

(4.6)

where x ≡ mN/T is the dimensionless parameter given by the temperature of the universe

T , which is related to the time, and YN,η ≡ nN,η/s is the yield written by the entropy

density s = 2π2g∗sT
3/45. The modified Hubble rate H̃ is given by

H̃ ≡ H

(
1− x

3g∗s

dg∗s
dx

)−1

, (4.7)

with the effective relativistic degrees of freedom g∗s for the entropy density. In the above

equations, we include thermal effects in the particle masses, as discussed in the previous

section. The dark matter relic abundance should satisfy the value ΩNh
2 = 0.12 observed

by PLANCK [72], and this is translated into the yield at mN/T →∞ as

Y ∞N = 4.4× 10−11

(
GeV

mN

)
. (4.8)

Two example solutions for Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) are shown in Fig. 7 for BM1 setting the

initial number densities Y init
N,η = 0 where the dark matter mass and the Yukawa coupling

are fixed to be (mN , |Y|) = (614 GeV, 1.00×10−5) for the left panels and (650 GeV, 8.20×
10−8) for the right panels. The top, middle, and bottom panels represent the evolution

of the number densities, the masses with thermal effects, and the reaction rates for the

decay and the η annihilation rate defined by 〈Γann〉 ≡ 〈σηηvrel〉neq
η with the Hubble rate,
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Figure 7: Example solutions of the coupled Boltzmann equations (top), the scalar

masses with thermal effects (middle), and the reaction rates (bottom) for the one-

step PT (BM1) where the dark matter mass and the Yukawa coupling are fixed at

(mN , |Y|) = (614 GeV, 1.00 × 10−5) for the left panels and (650 GeV, 8.20 × 10−8)

for the right panels, respectively.

respectively. In the top panels, the horizontal black dashed line represents the dark matter

relic abundance observed by PLANCK [72]. In all the panels, the vertical dark-blue dash-

dotted line denotes the temperature that the mass flip between N and η occurs, while the

red dotted line denotes the nucleation temperature Tn.

In the left panels, one can see that the decay and annihilation processes of η are

initially thermalized (〈Γη〉, 〈Γann〉 > H), thus the yield YN,η follows the equilibrium values
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Figure 8: Same plots with Fig. 7 for BM2 where the dark matter mass and the Yukawa

coupling are fixed at (mN , |Y|) = (710 GeV, 1.00 × 10−5) for the left panels, and

(870 GeV, 1.54× 10−7) for the right panels, respectively.

YN,η = Y eq
N,η. From the left middle plot, one can find that the scalar masses become

smaller as the temperature decreases. At x ≈ 2.4 (T ≈ 254 GeV), the masses between

N and η turn over. Thus after this point, the N decay becomes active instead of the η

decay. The masses between N and η turn over again at x ≈ 26 (T ≈ 23 GeV) where the

first-order EWPT occurs (φ1 6= 0). This is because the η masses obtain a large correction

from φ1 (see the left middle plot). At this point, the reaction rate for the η annihilation

drastically decreases and becomes ineffective shortly afterwards. In addition, because the

η decay becomes effective again, a large number of η is converted into N via the η decay.
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Figure 9: Parameter space in the (mN , |Y|) plane for BM1 (left) and BM2 (right). The

purple lines can reproduce the observed relic abundance. In the red regions on the right-

handed side, the dark matter candidate N becomes heavier than the inert scalars. The

orange dashed-dotted line corresponds to the order of the neutrino Yukawa coupling which

can predict the correct small neutrino mass scale O(0.05) eV. The vertical blue dotted

line around mN ∼ 770 GeV in the right panel corresponds to the threshold mN = mη for

T & Tn. The gray dashed lines the lines of 〈Γη〉 = H at T = mN .

Simultaneously, the inverse decay also competes with the η decay, and the dark matter

number density settles in abundance observed by PLANCK at the end [72].

In the right panels, η is initially in a thermal bath, whereasN is not. After the mass flip

at x ≈ 2.2 (T ≈ 290 GeV), theN number density starts to slowly decrease via theN decay.

The N yield is instantaneously fixed when the EWPT occurs at x ≈ 28 (T ≈ 23 GeV)

because the η mass suddenly obtains a large correction as same as the left panels. As

a result, the masses between N and η turn over. Unlike the left panels, the N number

density does not change drastically at this point because the decay width 〈Γη〉 is much

smaller than in the previous example due to the smaller Yukawa coupling.

The other two example solutions for BM2 are shown in Fig. 8 where the dark matter

mass and the Yukawa coupling are fixed at (mN , |Y|) = (710 GeV, 1.00 × 10−5) for the

left panels and (870 GeV, 1.54 × 10−7) for the right panels. As same as the previous

examples in Fig. 7, the dark matter relic abundance is instantaneously determined at the

nucleation temperature Tn ≈ 25 GeV. In the left panels, the mass flipping between N

and η does not occur, and the dark matter N is the lightest all the time. Even in this

case, the N number density is reduced by the inverse decay NLα → η, and the observed

relic abundance can be reproduced.

Fig. 9 shows the parameter space in the (mN , |Y|) plane where the purple lines can

reproduce the observed relic abundance for the benchmark BM1 (left) and BM2 (right).
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The red regions on the right-hand side are not appropriate for our work because the lightest

right-handed neutrino N becomes heavier than the lightest inert scalar particle at zero

temperature. The orange dash-dotted line corresponds to the size of the neutrino Yukawa

coupling such that the predicted neutrino mass scale given by Eq. (2.11) is O(0.05) eV,

which is inferred by the neutrino oscillation experiments [17]. The gray dashed line

represents the contour that the decay rate 〈Γη〉 can be comparable to the Hubble rate

(〈Γη〉 ∼ H) at T = mN . This gives a criterion that the decays occur fast enough or not

compared to the universe expansion. The vertical dark-blue dotted line in the right panel

corresponds to the threshold mN = mη for T & Tn. From the figure, one can find that

the dark matter relic abundance does not depend on the size of the Yukawa coupling |Y|
when the dark matter is mN ∼ 614 GeV (left) and mN ∼ 710 GeV (right). In addition,

the dependence on the dark matter mass becomes small when the mass is close to the

mass threshold (red region), and thus the relic abundance is mainly determined by the

Yukawa coupling |Y|. These behaviours coincide with the previous work [7]. From these

numerical calculations, we find that the observed dark matter relic abundance is almost

fixed at the temperature that the EWPT occurs (T = Tn) as in the examples we have

seen in Figs. 7 and 8.

We comment on the charged lepton flavor violating process µ → eγ here [24]. When

the Yukawa couplings are smaller than O(0.05), the current experimental bound can be

avoided [73], and the predicted branching fraction for µ → eγ can be testable by future

experiments. In the previous works [21–23], it has been found that the thermal production

of right-handed neutrino dark matter tends to conflict with the strong constraint of the

charged flavor violating processes. However, the first-order PTs can largely affect the

production of dark matter in some specific parameter sets, as have been shown in this

work. This makes it possible for the model to be consistent with the constraints and

to test with future experiments. In addition, if the Yukawa couplings are complex, the

electric dipole moments of the charged leptons are predicted [74–76], which may be related

to a generation of the baryon asymmetry in the universe.

Another comment is that if the inert scalar masses are heavier than TeV scale, the

mass shift via the EWPT would be small as O(10)% as can be seen from Eqs. (2.5)–(2.7).

This is because the VEV v is the EW scale, and the quadratic term in the potential µη
should be µη & O(1) TeV. In this case, the PT effects on the calculation of dark matter

relic abundance would be restrictive.

4.2 The case of two-step phase transitions

For two-step PTs, the inert scalar doublet η can temporarily have the VEV (φ2 6= 0)

during Tn2 < T < Tn1 where Tn1 and Tn2 are the nucleation temperatures that the first

and second PTs occur, respectively. As a result, in the interval Tn2 < T < Tn1 the left-
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handed and right-handed neutrinos mix with each other through the neutrino Yukawa

coupling yiα. Thus additional decay channels W± → N`±α and Z → Nνα can occur,

which may contribute to the evolution of the dark matter number density.

In this section, we focus on the case that the dark matter N is much lighter than

the inert scalar particles (mN � mη± ,mH ,mA), and is never thermalized with the other

particles to investigate the impact of the PTs on the calculation of dark matter relic

abundance.7 Because the inert scalar particles η±, H, and A are in thermal equilibrium

during the evolution of dark matter number density (nη = neq
η ), the Boltzmann equation

for the dark matter is simply given by

dnN
dt

+ 3HnN = gη〈Γη〉neq
η +

(
〈ΓWT

〉neq
WT

+ 〈ΓWL
〉neq

WL

)
+
(
〈ΓZT

〉neq
ZT

+ 〈ΓZL
〉neq

ZL

)
,

(4.9)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution from the decay channel η →
NLα given by Eq. (4.3), whereas the other terms are the new contributions corresponding

to the gauge boson decays coming from the temporary VEV φ2. Because we include

the finite temperature effect in the masses, the gauge covariance is lost, and thus the

transverse and longitudinal modes have different masses. Therefore we must calculate

the decay widths for the transverse and longitudinal modes separately. This is shown in

Eq. (4.9) with the subscripts T and L denoting the transverse and longitudinal modes.

Each decay width is calculated as

〈ΓWT
〉 ≈ 2

3

g2mWT

32π
|Y|2 φ

2
2

m2
N

K1 (mWT
/T )

K2 (mWT
/T )

θ(Tn1 − T )θ(T − Tn2), (4.10)

〈ΓWL
〉 ≈ 1

3

g2mWL

16π
|Y|2 φ

2
2

m2
N

K1 (mWL
/T )

K2 (mWL
/T )

θ(Tn1 − T )θ(T − Tn2), (4.11)

〈ΓZT
〉 ≈ 2

3

g2mZT

32π cos2 θW
|Y|2 φ

2
2

m2
N

K1 (mZT
/T )

K2 (mZT
/T )

θ(Tn1 − T )θ(T − Tn2), (4.12)

〈ΓZL
〉 ≈ 1

3

g2mZL

16π cos2 θW
|Y|2 φ

2
2

m2
N

K1 (mZL
/T )

K2 (mZL
/T )

θ(Tn1 − T )θ(T − Tn2), (4.13)

where the gauge boson masses are assumed to be much heavier than leptons and dark

matter N . Note that the factor φ2
2/m

2
N appears in the above equations, which comes from

the neutrino mixing matrix elements. This factor enhances the gauge boson decay widths

if the dark matter mass is lighter than the VEV φ2. One can confirm that the second

and third terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.9) are simply reduced to 〈ΓW 〉neq
W and

〈ΓZ〉neq
Z , respectively, if the finite temperature effect is not included in the gauge boson

masses. This is because the transverse and longitudinal modes have the same masses in

this limit.
7One can also consider the other possibilities such as mN & mη± ,mH ,mA and dark matter thermalized

cases as same as the previous section. However the impact of the PTs on the dark matter relic abundance

is restrictive in these cases.
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Figure 10: Example solutions for the Boltzmann equation with the two-step PTs (top)

and the masses of the inert scalars and gauge bosons with thermal effects (bottom). The

left and right panels correspond to BM3 and BM4, respectively. The dark matter mass

and the Yukawa coupling are fixed at (mN , |Y|) = (1 GeV, 2.1×10−12) for the left panels

and (10 GeV, 2.8× 10−12) for the right panels.

Two example solutions for the Boltzmann equation, and masses of the inert scalar and

gauge bosons are shown in Fig. 10 for BM3 (left) and BM4 (right). The dark matter mass

and the neutrino Yukawa coupling are fixed at mN = 1 GeV and |Y| = 2.1× 10−12 in the

left panels, and mN = 10 GeV and |Y| = 2.8×10−12 in the right panels. In the top panels,

the solid purple lines represent the solutions for the benchmark parameter sets, whereas

the dashed purple lines are the fictional solutions without the two-step PTs, namely no

contribution from the gauge boson decays in Eq. (4.9), which are shown for comparison.

The horizontal black dotted line in each plot is the dark matter relic abundance observed

by PLANCK [72]. The vertical red dotted and dash-dotted lines represent the nucleation

temperatures Tn1 and Tn2. We can find the large enhancement of dark matter number

density during the period Tn2 < T < Tn1. This is because the production rate for the dark

matter is enhanced by the factor φ2
2/m

2
N as can be seen in Eq. (4.10) – (4.13). Note again

that we focused on the parameter space different from the one-step PT cases for BM1
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Figure 11: Contours reproducing the observed relic abundance for BM3 and BM4.

and BM2 to investigate the impact on the calculation of dark matter relic abundance.

Fig. 11 shows the parameter space which can reproduce the correct relic abundance in

the (mN , |Y|) plane for BM3 (left) and BM4 (right). In the red region on the right-hand

side, the dark matter candidate N becomes heavier than the inert scalar particles. We

can find that when mN & O(100) GeV the contribution from the gauge boson decays

due to the two-step PTs is small and has no impact on the dark matter relic abundance,

whereas it gives a large impact when mN . O(10) GeV. This is because the gauge boson

decay widths given by Eq. (4.10) – (4.13) are proportional to the factor φ2
2/m

2
N .

5 Conclusion

The nature of the dark matter in the universe is still unknown. The production

mechanisms for dark matter may be a hint for understanding the universe. The freeze-out

and freeze-in mechanisms are known as the standard ways to produce dark matter. In this

work, we investigated the impact of the PTs in the early universe on the production of dark

matter in the scotogenic model, which is extended by an inert doublet scalar and three

right-handed neutrinos (singlet fermions). This model is economical for accommodating

the small neutrino masses at the one-loop level and involving dark matter candidates

simultaneously. It is known that the singlet fermionic dark matter candidate in the

model tends to be excluded by the relevant constraints if the thermal production via the

freeze-out mechanism is assumed.

At first, we formulated the finite temperature effective potential at the one-loop level

with thermal masses. Then, we investigated the PTs and performed the parameter search

in this model. We chose four different benchmark parameter sets inducing the one-step

and two-step first-order PTs. The first-order PTs generate gravitational waves, which the

future space-based interferometers can examine.
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Subsequently, we incorporated the one-step and two-step PTs in the calculations of

the dark matter number density in four benchmark parameter sets. In the case of one-step

PTs, we found that the dark matter number density is instantaneously determined at the

nucleation temperature Tn. If the nucleation temperature is low as Tn ≈ 23 ∼ 25 GeV,

the observed relic abundance can appropriately be reproduced with a moderate size of

the neutrino Yukawa coupling from O(10−7) to O(10−1). Moreover, because of such low

nucleation temperatures, the PT becomes very strong first-order and generates the GWs

that future experiments can explore. Therefore we emphasize that the observable GWs

and the dark matter production are closely corrected in the one-step PTs.

In the case of two-step PTs, the inert scalar doublet has a temporary VEV only in

the interval Tn2 < T < Tn1. This VEV changes the gauge boson masses and induces

the mixing between the left-handed and right-handed neutrinos. Thus the new decay

channels relevant to the dark matter production appeared through the neutrino mixing.

These new channels modified the freeze-in mechanism of dark matter production if the

dark matter is much lighter than the VEV of the inert scalar. Similar to the one-step

case, future GW interferometers may clarify such two-step scenarios.
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